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Now, for the librarian who takes pride in fielding the most arcane earth-science inquiries from professionals, researchers and students, the most comprehensive, accurate and up to date earth science reference ever available... the Bibliography and Index of Geology.

FOR JUST $925 ADD AN INSTANT GEOSCIENCE WING TO YOUR LIBRARY!
The equivalent of thousands of serials, hundreds and hundreds of books, a plethora of U.S.G.S open-file reports and mountains of maps and theses (and required stack space). 60,000 reference entries are masterfully condensed into one compact knowledge source that for professor or pupil, geologist or researcher stands alone as the one definitive earth science reference.

UP-TO-DATE... EASY TO USE... INDISPENSABLE
Subscribers to the Bibliography receive 12 monthly issues (5,000 references each), plus a set of hardbound cumulative volumes for the year. Extensive cross-referencing makes it easy for newcomers and professionals alike in the various interfacing disciplines to maximize usage benefits. It's no wonder geoscientists and librarians call the Bibliography and Index of Geology the essential cornerstone to any complete earth-science library.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
To order the Bibliography, just complete the form and mail it to the American Geological Institute.
Or call us toll-free at 800/336-4764.
☐ I would like ___ subscription(s) to the Bibliography and Index of Geology at $925 a year.
☐ I would like ______ additional copies of the monthly issues at $125 per year.
☐ FREE SAMPLE KIT. Without purchase, (at no charge) I would like a free sample kit mailed to include one complete monthly issue of the index and informational literature.

Name______________________________
Title______________________________
Firm/Institution_____________________
Address____________________________
City__________________State____Zip____
Signed______________________________
(This order must be signed to be processed)

American Geological Institute
Customer Service Dept. CR272
5205 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, VA. 22041
Nuclear Energy Powers Our Submarines, Rocket Fuel Propels Our Jet Aircraft, and Diesel Gasoline Runs Our Tanks, But What Drives Our Soldiers Into Battle?

COMBAT MOTIVATION
The Behavior of Men in Battle
Anthony Kellett

"I did not feel afraid... there was so much to think about, so much to distract my attention, that I forgot to feel afraid. The noise, the smoke, the smell of gunpowder, the rat-tat of rifle and machine gun fire combined to numb the senses. I was aware of myself and others going forward, but of little else." — Excerpt from Combat Motivation

"What men will fight for seems to be worth looking into", H.L. Mencken noted shortly after the first world war. In his new book, COMBAT MOTIVATION, Anthony Kellett assesses the factors that influence the soldiers commitment and willingness to fight. This practical and contemporary look at combat morale examines how our modern day defense policy of using nuclear arms as deterrents has led to the revival of more conventional means of warfare, and a return to the environment in which soldiers actually engage in battle. Much of the evidence is historical, based on the attitudes and behavior of participants in a variety of combat settings, including the 1973 Arab-Israeli conflict, and the U.S. experience in Viet Nam.

COMBAT MOTIVATION also discusses how the development of new military technologies and the central role required in structuring modern defense strategies, have caused today's military elite to adapt many of their managerial methods from the world of business. Military professionals are now the designers and managers of weapons systems, as well as the leaders of men in battle. This exciting new study takes a look at the organizational and institutional aspects of the new military and what influences impel a soldier into battle. Besides contributing to our understanding of this complex and fascinating subject, COMBAT MOTIVATION will be of a practical value for those who might someday be called to demonstrate their combat willingness. This book is sure to become standard reference in both military and business circles.

Publication Date: August 1982 Binding: Cloth Pages: 368 Price: $35.00

A volume in the Kluwer • Nijhoff International Series in Management Science/Operations Research

Kluwer • Nijhoff books are available from your bookseller, or from:

Kluwer Boston, Inc.
190 Old Derby Street
Hingham, MA 02043